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F.A- SOKOLCYJ 

An elastic, circular, pressure-loaded, cylindrical sheltr under plane strain conair- 
iuns is considered, 

It is assumed tiat khhe press3ure is a iwcticjn of time and is expandable In a 
Fourier series of cosines of the angle. an the basis of the B.Z. Vlasav equations 

/U, expressions are obtained for the displacements. An inaccuracy in /ZJ is noted 
far tie definition of the 2xxz.ctions of tine in terms of the serFesintht?exprcfssions 
for the displacements. 

Here u; and v’ are the r&dial ax3 tangentiai displacemenrs, X and ir arF: the. skieli radius 
and thickness, p is the density of the shell material, 4 is the pressure, and 11 is thaangular 
coordinate, 

We examipe t&e case when the sAell_ is loaded by pressure in the form 

We consider the displacements and velocity to be zem for T= 0. t?te apply a LapLace tYans"orm 
in rine to the system iI1 by denating the transfox3s of: Me functzlons w.r!,p by correspond- 
ing capital.s, an8. s is the transformation parameter. 

We seek the solution of the system nf equations Obtained tifter the Lsplace transfarmatian, 
in the form of fcxrier series. we of;taLn 
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Using the convolution theorem, we find expressions for the functions u'.(' 

The solution of this problem is presented in /2/, where an error was allowed in determin- 
ing the functions in the terms of series containing cos 8. sin 8. 

We write the expressions obtained in /2/ for the displacements by taking account of tfi c 

difference in the signs for the radial displacements and the pressure taken in the form /1,2/ 

The expressions (2) and (3) agree if the quantity a* is neglected in (2) in comparison 

to one, except for the terms containing cos% and sin%. In 13) these terms should he the same 
as in (2). 

This can be seen by solving the equation for the displacements /2/ for ll = i. 
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